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SERINO SIDES

CHARACTER:

Name: Serino
Sex: male

Age: mid 20's
Ethnicity: Spanish/Italian

# of estimated shoot days: 2 
Casting Notes: Simulated Sex

Description: Tall, strong, dark features, tan skin. Your standard 
tough guy weight lifter.
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INT. GROCERY STORE - DAY

MEG and JOSH are grocery shopping.

MEG stops but JOSH doesn’t notice. He just keeps pushing the 
cart forward. 

MEG is looking at canned soups while a store employee is 
stocking the shelf. 

The employee’s name tag reads “SERINO”. He is a large 
muscular man. 

MEG tries to reach for a can on the top shelf but can’t quite *
get to it. SERINO notices her struggling and comes to the *
rescue. *

SERINO *
I can get that for you. *

CUT TO:

INT. GROCERY STORE - DAY 

JOSH has stopped pushing the cart now. The aisle way in front *
of him is blocked by another cart belonging to a teenage *
couple who seem to be flirting and laughing. They are *
oblivious to the fact that they are blocking JOSH’s way. 

JOSH is just staring forward waiting for the couple to finish *
and to move their cart out of his way. *

INT. GROCERY STORE - DAY

MEG and SERINO are still talking. SERINO looks fascinated by 
MEG and MEG seems more interested in getting her groceries. *

SERINO
Sorry but I have to say...you are 
absolutely stunning. Seriously.

MEG pauses for a second chuckles to herself then turns to her 
cart and continues down the aisle. SERINO rushes up beside 
her again. MEG stops.

SERINO (CONT'D)
SERIOUSLY! What are you doing later 
on tonight?

MEG stops and looks at SERINO for the first time during their *
conversation.



MEG
Going home. 

SERINO
I was just thinking maybe you might 
want to catch a flick or grab some 
coffee or something.

MEG
Ah probably not.

SERINO
Listen I promise nothing crazy but 
give a guy a chance here. Just a 
coffee. It won’t kill ya. 

SERINO grabs a can of soup from MEG’s cart and pulls out a *
marker. He writes his number on the top of the lid.  *

SERINO (CONT'D)
Here’s my number if you ever change *
your mind. *

MEG grabs the can, rolls her eyes, lifts up her hand to *
reveal her wedding ring and walks away. *

MEG
I’m married. 
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